# A day in the life of a lovable
# Instructible Grad Student of Chaos

**4:30 AM**

Oh, no! I overslept 10 hours. The day is wasted!

**5:30 AM**

Mmm... Breakfast...

**6:00 AM**

Missell the bus!

**6:30 AM**

This is going to be the best class ever!

**7:00 AM**

There! Now there is a picture of Chucky on every whiteboard in Beckman

**7:30 AM**

I'm hungry!

**8:00 AM**

Bubble Tea!

**8:30 AM**

I'm hungry!
9:00 AM

Bubble tea!

12:00 PM

Hey, Comrade Lin, can we go bowling?

12:30 PM

Bubble tea!

1:30 PM

I'm getting hungry and there's still 20 minutes to go. Why do they torture us grad students this way?

9:30 AM

Hello, if it's ok with you we're going to skip ahead to about noon. I pretty much do the same thing all morning...

12:00 PM

Hey, lovable indestructible oral student of Chaos, did you finish your thesis?

1:00 PM

Oh no! Lecture just started and I'm hungry!

1:30 PM

Bubble tea!
2:00 PM

OK, for today's lab we...

KABOOM!

2:00 and 2 hours PM

Es this going to keep happening every week?

Yes.

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

Gee, Commander HJ is not here... He should have locked his door better! Wow, this place really needs some chaos.

6:30 PM

Boy! Commander HJ will sure be surprised tomorrow. This is the best bubble tea ever!

11:00 PM

There! I have finally finished my thesis!

4:30 AM the next day

Now to get a full night's sleep of 8 hours! Tomorrow is another big day!